or goldstino. The relative reaction rates should be quite high since (1) photo-production cross sections are significantly larger than the corresponding electroproduction cross sections and (2) absence of the conventional beam-beam interaction allows significantly higher currents and smaller interaction areas. It thus seems possible to have photon luminosities much larger than for electrons. Examples are given using the PEP storage ring with the SLAC linac beam.
Introduction
In a sense, the SLAC linac was built to provide highly space-like photons1 for deep inelastic scattering experiments on few-nucleon systems. These experiments demonstrated the underlying parton structure of the nucleon. The subsequent development of SPEAR provided highly time-like photons via the (e+,e-) annihilation process shown in Fig. lb which led to the first observations of resonant production of quark pairs (q,, qc) and the heavy, electron-like particle called tau.
With the higher energies available at PEP, higher-order processes become important with the space-like processes of Fig. lc being dominant. This is the main production channel for C-even particles, with the physics of interest at the internal vertices in diagrams like Fig. lf where X ff. Because there are two virtual photons, such processes lack the simplicity of the annihilation diagram but are richer because of the experiments they provide depending on whether the photons are almost real or far off the mass shell. The situation again simplifies when Fig.' s lf or lg become the incident channel producing ?l's, A2b's, A3b'S ... The present proposal considers using real photons that are on the light-cone or light-like such as shown in Figures d-h. The basic idea resulted from a study related to the SLC more than five years ago3 where the motivation was to provide more than the one (e+,e-) interaction region by allowing for (e-,e-), (e-, I), (e+±Iy) and (-y, -y) channels. One problem of concern in the SLC study was the loss of C-M energy when using lasers to Compton convert the particle beam to photons. While low emittance to enhance luminosity through a pinch effect. The attitude we have taken is to avoid the beam-beam problem through conversion of the charged particles into photons.
Compton Characteristics and Applications
Since this is a two-body process with incident energies and angles narrowly definable, the energy of the outgoing photon(w2) depends only on its laboratory scattering angle relative to the incoming particle beam (02) and the energies of both incident particle (e1 -jym) and incident photon (w1): Another reason for converting electrons to photons is based on the equivalent photon approximation of Weizsacker and Williams or the fact that the spectral distribution of the electron's field is equivalent to a field of virtual photons with the same energy distribution. In this sense, the electron has been called photon-like and so one might reasonably ask under what conditions the effective luminosity can be improved by using real photons. Using only a storage ring, this may seem absurd because it would destroy the lifetime but this isn't necessarily so as we show below. The equivalent number of virtual photons per electron8'9 or e-y vertex in the range dx of scaled photon of photons theoretically and since the experiments have both limited angular acceptance and efficiency it provides a very conservative upper bound on the relative gain to be expected from using real photons.
The reaction rate (and ideally the counting rate) for a process such as shown in Fig. lf or lg, when using real The benchmark, invariant emittance for SLC is, without the usual factor of 7r, EL -/ar = 5 X i0-rad-m for NL - 
